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Coronavirus - Company manufactures protective masks (15)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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Workers sew at the DressCode factory, a garment supplier in the outskirts of Rome, Tuesday, March 31, 2020. After all clients withdrew into quarantine, DressCode re-imagined production making almost 1000 masks a day. Their face masks are not a medical-grade Covid-19 bur are meant as accessories for social distancing. The new coronavirus causes mild or moderate symptoms for most people, but for some, especially older adults and people with existing health problems, it can cause more severe illness or death. (AP Photo/Alessandra Tarantino) .
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A worker checks face masks at DressCode, a garment supplier in the outskirts of Rome, Tuesday, March 31, 2020. After all clients withdrew into quarantine, DressCode re-imagined production making almost 1000 masks a day. Their face masks are not a medical-grade Covid-19 bur are meant as accessories for social distancing. The new coronavirus causes mild or moderate symptoms for most people, but for some, especially older adults and people with existing health problems, it can cause more severe illness or death. (AP Photo/Alessandra Tarantino) .
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DressCode owner Andrea Vernaglia shows a face mask produced in his garment supplier in the outskirts of Rome, Tuesday, March 31, 2020. After all clients withdrew into quarantine, DressCode re-imagined production making almost 1000 masks a day. Their face masks are not a medical-grade Covid-19 bur are meant as accessories for social distancing. The new coronavirus causes mild or moderate symptoms for most people, but for some, especially older adults and people with existing health problems, it can cause more severe illness or death. (AP Photo/Alessandra Tarantino) .
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Face masks are piled up at DressCode, a garment supplier in the outskirts of Rome, Tuesday, March 31, 2020. After all clients withdrew into quarantine, DressCode re-imagined production making almost 1000 masks a day. Their face masks are not a medical-grade Covid-19 bur are meant as accessories for social distancing. The new coronavirus causes mild or moderate symptoms for most people, but for some, especially older adults and people with existing health problems, it can cause more severe illness or death. (AP Photo/Alessandra Tarantino) .
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: An employee of the Ber-Bek company is sorting straight sewn masks. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and a few days ago switched production to protective masks. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to the customer's orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: Employee Daniela Grunow sews masks for protection against corona viruses in the Ber-Bek company. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and switched production to protective masks a few days ago. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: Employee Daniela Grunow sews masks for protection against corona viruses in the Ber-Bek company. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and switched production to protective masks a few days ago. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: Mouth masks for protection against corona viruses are on a transport trolley at Ber-Bek. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and switched production to protective masks a few days ago. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: An employee of the Ber-Bek company is testing a straight sewn face mask to protect against corona viruses. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and switched production to protective masks a few days ago. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: Employee Daniela Grunow tests a newly manufactured face mask for protection against corona viruses at the Ber-Bek company. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and switched production to protective masks a few days ago. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: Employee Daniela Grunow tests a newly manufactured face mask for protection against corona viruses at the Ber-Bek company. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and switched production to protective masks a few days ago. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: An employee of the Ber-Bek company holds a package of straight sewn masks. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and a few days ago switched production to protective masks. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to the customer's orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: An employee of the Ber-Bek company sews breathing masks. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and a few days ago switched production to protective masks. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: Face masks made of white fabric are lying on a transport trolley at the Ber-Bek company.  The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and a few days ago switched production to protective masks. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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31 March 2020, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Wendisch Waren: An employee of the Ber-Bek company sews breathing masks. The company normally produces chef's jackets and clothing for restaurant kitchens and a few days ago switched production to protective masks. Masks of different sizes and colours are sewn according to customer orders. Photo: Jens Buttner/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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